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ABSTRACT 
At KDD-2009 in Paris, a panel on open standards and cloud 
computing addressed emerging trends for data mining applications 
in science and industry. This report summarizes the answers from a 
distinguished group of thought leaders representing key software 
vendors in the data mining industry. 

Supporting open standards and the Predictive Model Markup 
Language (PMML) in particular, the panel members discuss topics 
regarding the adoption of prevailing standards, benefits of 
interoperability for business users, and the practical application of 
predictive models . We conclude with an assessment of emerging 
technology trends and the impact that cloud computing will have on 
applications as well as licensing models for the predictive analytics 
industry. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Data Mining; G.3 [Probability and 
Statistics]: Statistical Computing, Statistical Software; 1.5.1 
[Models]: Statistical Models, Neural Nets. 

General Terms 
Management, Perfonnance, Standardization, Languages. 

Keywords 
Open Standards, Cloud Computing, Predictive Model Markup 
Language, PMML, Predictive Analytics, Data Mining. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Over the past decade, we have seen tremendous interest in the 
application of data mining and statistical algorithms, first in research 
and science, and more recently across various industries. Impacting 
scientific and business applications alike, interoperability and open 
standards still lack broader adoption in the data mining community. 
Additionally, emerging trends in cloud computing and Software-as
a-Service (SaaS) will playa critical role in promoting the effective 
implementation and widespread application of predictive models. 

I Panel Moderator: As an active member of the PMML standard, it has been 
the privilege of Zementis to organize this panel. 
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This panel discusses various topics related to open standards and 
cloud computing, with a particular focus on the practical use of 
statistical algorithms, reliable production deployment of models and 
the integration of predictive analytics within other systems. 

With broad industry support and a new version 4.0, the Predictive 
Model Markup Language (PMML) standard has reached significant 
maturity stage. The Data Mining Group (DMG) [I] has succeeded, 
uniquely , in establishing a widely accepted standard that allows 
users to exchange predictive models among various software tools. 
However, user awareness of PMML still lacks the current vendor 
adoption. This panel session provides an excellent forum to 
highlight the benefits of such a common standard for researchers as 
well as business users and IT. 

Open standards and cloud computing [2, 3] not only have the power 
to enable more data mining applications across science and industry, 
but more importantly they will lower the total cost of ownership 
and, therefore, allow the community at large to focus on the essence 
of algorithms, avoiding proprietary issues and incompatibilities 
among systems. 

2. PANEL QUESTIONS 
2.1 Please comment on the importance of open 
standards for the data mining community and 
for your organization. 

Robcl·t Grossman. You can argue that open standards are more 
widely used and followed in the database community, as compared 
to the data mining community, and that the database community has 
benefited because of this. In my opinion, over the long run, the 
benefits from a community embracing open, consensus driven 
standards far outweigh the of costs developing them and the 
inconveniences and compromises that sometimes arise when 
following them. 

Christoph Lingcnfcldcr. Open standards are important in genera l, 
because they ensure interoperability in a well-designed formalism . 
For both the data mining community and for IBM, data mining 
standards make mining models better to compare. Many of IBM 's 
customers use more than just one data mining tool for modeling, but 
want to deploy these models consistently inside their database. 

Michacl BCI·thold. I think standards are crucial for the enterprise 
wide adoption of data mining tools. Users don't want to be tied to a 
particular flavor of an algorithm of a particular vendor but want to 

http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bsz:352-opus-113998


be able to use the same model in different platforms. I believe that 
also the entire analysis process (e.g. including ETL) will need to 
adhere to standards, not just the analytical parts. 

Erik Marcadc. Standards are key for a wider adoption of data 
ruining. Standards emerge only at a time when a domain achieves 
some maturity, allowing competitors to come to a single table and 
discuss their common concepts, so this is a good sign for data 
mining. There are mainly two standards that are live for now: The 
Java Data Mining API (10M) and PMML. KXEN is part of and 
compliant with both standards. 

Rick Pechter. Open standards are key to enabling broader 
deployment and adoption of data mining. Similar to how SQL and 
ODBC opened up database access thereby improving the 
development and deployment of data processing applications, data 
mining standards will allow users to extend historical report ing to 
include vendor-agnostic predictive analysis. 

Mike Hoskins. We expect data mining to continue its expansion 
from historically narrower usage by scientists/experts, into much 
wider adoption by practitioners of all sorts, from all industries. 
After all , who couldn't benefit from the extra analytic horsepower? 
Open standards are clearly a facilitator (and even accelerator) of 
this adoption - avoiding traditional pitfall s from proprietary vendor 
"lock-in" strategies, and allowing for faster, healthier and more 
robust growth of a vibrant, but still diverse ecosystem of vendors 
and users. At Pervasive Software, we have been support ing 
standards-based tooling for years, and will do so in our upcoming 
DataRush-based massively parallel data mining offerings. 

Wayne Thompson. SAS has been one of the first vendors to 
recognize the need for operationalizing analytics, i.e., moving 
beyond just knowledge discovery. Open standards have been very 
critical to deploy analytical models in a heterogeneous environment. 

Rich Holada. Extremely important. Open-standards enable all 
parties involved - practitioners, consultants, software vendors - the 
abi lity to focus on applying the most robust and user-friendly 
modeling techniques and visualizations. As predictive analytics 
becomes more mainstream and organizations regularly use 
predictive models to drive business decisions, it is important that the 
delivery of that intelligence be achieved through open standards into 
operational systems. Whether that be through a scoring web 
service; combining the results of business rules or optimization 
technologies with predictive modeling; PMML; or scoring a large 
volume data in a database; the more open the technology the easier 
it will be for organizations to make use of the predictive models. A 
lack of standards merely exacerbates model preparation time -
already estimated at 75-80% of the effort and contributes to the 
fomJation of silos. PMML in particular is beginning to play an 
important role, as we see the emergence of scoring engines that 
consume PMML from multiple sources. 

2.2 What are the main benefits of open 
standards for the practitioners building models 
(analyst, scientist) and for the practical 
application in a business environment? 

Robe,·t G,·ossman. Standards make it easy to interoperate with 
other software so that best of breed software and systems can be 
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used. Standards also make it more likely that over time statistical 
models are not lost, if the specific software that created them is no 
longer available. Standards can also make it eas ier to develop 
specialized custom components for data mining and predictive 
modeling systems. Standards give modelers choices i f they ever 
have to move from one data mining or predictive model ing system 
to another. 

Chl"istoph Lingenfelder. There are two types of standards, 
standard API's and standards for data exchange. API standards, 
such as SQLlMM or JDM allow applications to function 
independent of the (usually just one) underly ing data min ing engine. 
This enables smaller software providers to reach a larger market. 
Exchange standards, such as PMML allow collaboration of more 
than one data mining software. Model creation and model 
deployment can be perfomled by different data mining software; 
models from different engines can easily be compared to find the 
best predictive model or to add other aspects, for instance in 
clustering models. 

Michael Berthold. Ultimately people are creating a lot of 
sophisticated IP when producing advanced data processing and 
analysis work flows. They hate to see those tied to one proprietary 
platfonn -- plus they want to combine the best of several worlds: 
which makes it important to adhere to common, open standards. 
Reusability of proven analytical processes will become increasingly 
important as well. 

Erik Marcadc. I am not sure that standards can be leveraged by 
scientists, except when there are freeware or open source projects 
that are fully compliant with these standards. Of course, this is very 
different for analysts and practical applications. The fact that it 
should be easy to use PMML to transfer a model from a 
development environment to a deployment environment is 
important, the fact that an application may switch data mining 
provider because they implement the same API lowers the risk for 
the integrators and is very important for the spread of data mining 
technology in operations. 

Rick Pechter. Data mining efforts are often confined to a small 
group of individuals with in an organization, usually those with 
statistical knowledge and access to specific tools. Limiting the 
power of predictive analysis to a select group in the data mining 
"si lo" has the effect of isolating data mining from the rest of the 
organization. Open standards will help democratize data mining by 
allowing models to be more easi ly deployed to any person and any 
touch point in the enterprise. 

Mike Hoskins. Open standards at the product metadatalmodellevel 
(e.g.: PMML) give practitioners maximum power and freedom, 
allowing them to exchange definitions and rules between data 
mining products, both at design time and run time. This promotes 
crucial re-use, and minimizes the risk of vendor "lock-in" inherent 
in non-standard proprietary offerings. Open standards at the data 
fomlat level (e.g.: XML, Weka ARFF, etc.) Allow for much easier 
exchange of data sets among tools and practitioners, and also allow 
the building up of re-usable front-end data conditioning and pre
processing routines. 

Wayne Thompson. The core benefit is a standardized schema for 
sharing data mining models across vendors. A secondary benefit is 



to foster di stributed modeling and scoring mechanism for small and 
medium businesses. In a similar vein, it will encourage 
collaboration between researchers active in scientific knowledge 
discovery across geography and computing environments. PMML 
under DMG is a well guided and crafted standard. 

Rich Holada. As with most standards, one of the primary benefits 
is future-proofing. By having a common representation for 
operationally important artifacts, practitioners have some flexibility 
to move models from one environment to another. PMML has its 
limits, however, as it only captures the trained model and does not 
yet fully represent the source data used to build the model and any 
specifics of the actual training process. As mentioned before, it is 
about faster deployment of intelligence into operational systems. 

2.3 Please comment on your current and 
future support for PMML as the dc-facto 
standard for model exchange. 

Robert Grossman. PMML is useful not only for moving statistical 
and data mining models between different systems, but also for 
creating repositories of models, and for long-tenn archiving of 
models. It has taken almost a decade, but over this time PMML has 
emerged as the dominant standard for data mining that allows 
models to be moved between different data mining and predictive 
modeling systems and appl ications. 

Christoph Lingenfelder. IBM has been an active contributor to 
PMML for many years. Currently I represent IBM in the DMG 
standards meetings. IBM supports PMML version 3 with its 
Infosphere Warehouse product, both as a producer and as a 
consumer. Version 4 has just been published, adding, for example, 
model explanation functionality , which we currently support as an 
extension to PMML. The new version enables us to convert this to 
a standard fonnat. 

Michael Berthold. KN1ME is already support ing PMML for the 
most prominent models (since v2.0), we plan to increase the 
coverage in the near future and are also trying to find ways to map 
the PMML preprocessing into KNIME. The latter is more of a 
challenge since not all of KNIME's preprocessing can be mapped 
onto PMML and the nature of a pipelining tool (possibly with 
parall el branches) also does not fit the current PMML standard all 
that well. 

Erik Marcadc. KXEN is part of two standard committees, JDM (I 
and 2) and PMML. KXEN is a producer ofPMML models, with no 

. extensions, and we have been doing so since PMML 2.0. KXEN is 
one of the many PMML producers, and is working with PMML 
consumers. It is interesting to see the shift through time of the 
industries implementing PMML consumers. It first begun with 
databases (KXEN never believed it would be a very interest ing 
transfer since it is more efficient to generate directly SQL or UDF -
User Defined Function - for in-database scoring. Most of databases 
vendors implemented their PMML interpreter as SQL generators.), 
to Business Intelligence vendors (the most irlllovative and compliant 
being today MicroStrategy), and will end its course with a 
distributed environment (such as the Zementis offer on Cloud 
infrastructures). Our effort in the PMML cOITLInittee is nevertheless 
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focused on the compliance process, since PMML, being a semi
open standard - with an extension mechanism and without any 
formal compliance process - allows every one to Claim being 
compliant with PMML without a fomlal process and regulation. 
This is a problem in practice, since someone who wants to work 
with a producer and a consumer has to check for actual 
compatibility of the two technology providers before making any 
move. 

Rick Pechter. MicroStrategy has been an active contributor to the 
PMML standard for over five years and is the first majo r Business 
intelligence company to offer vendor-independent deployment of 
data mining models . As a result, our customers have the flexibility 
to develop and deploy predictive models in any fashion they see fit. 
PMML allows MicroStrategy to create models on the fly , score 
models on the fly and refresh models with no need to re-work the 
reports, dashboards and scorecards showcasing predictive results . 
Along with our industry colleagues, we 've helped improve features 
within the PMML spec and we are actively working to promote the 
standard through demonstrated inter-operability. 

Mike Hoskins. We will be announcing our DataRush-based 
parallel data mining solution this summer. Shortly thereafter we 
expect to announce support for reading and writing PMML, both at 
design time (model import/export) and run time (model 
consumption and execution). 

Wayne Thompson. SAS currently produces PMML 3 . 1 models. 
SAS plans to adopt PMML 4.0 and additional versions as ratified by 
DMG. 

Rich Holada. PMML is extremely important - akin to SQL for the 
RDBMS market. Having an adhered to standard - even with 
proprietary extensions - facilitates an open exchange of tools and 
techniques. SPSS is fully committed and has been investing since 
the inception of the standard - that commitment will remain equally 
strong in the future, as it reflects SPSS philosophy about predictive 
analytics . 

2.4 In your opinion, what will be the next 
disruptive technology which will expand the 
horizon for data mining algorithms and 
predictive analytics? What new opportunities 
will it bring and how will it change the way the 
community will apply algorithms in science or 
industry . 

Robert Grossman. I think cloud computing is the disruptive 
technology that will have the greatest impact on data mining and 
predictive modeling in the near term. 

Christoph Lingenfelder. The accessibility of mining technologies 
to a larger group of people will see a new cycle of mining users and 
subsequent results and decision making processes. As this takes 
place, the maturity of this new user group and the decisions they 
make may significantly impact the direction of mining into the 
future . An important technology will be distributed mining, not to 
speed up the process, but to be able to tap larger amounts of data 



whose owners are not willing or legally not allowed to share the 
details. Privacy-preserving data mining allows the invest igation of 
distributed data stores without having to merge the data. As an 
example, consider patient data. Patients are reluctant to allow their 
data being sent out, but using distributed techniques, it may still be 
possible to detect commonalities in cancer cases. 

Michael Berthold. I see two big trends: a) Not really "disruptive" 
but I strongly believe people will want to have much better 
integrated tools. Data Mining relies on nice data sitt ing around 
somewhere, which is hardly ever the case. People will want to have 
tools where they work on the same data view irrespective of their 
tasks (reporting, data mining, event detection ... ). b) I think data 
mining will move away from pure models but become more of an 
explorative analytics area: users need ways to find new insights in 
their data without being required to know the question before they 
·start. Part of the exploration is to come up with new, interesting 
questions! Current tools really don't support this all that well - one 
needs to know well what kind of questions to ask and most tools are 
not very flexible when quickly trying out something different. 
KNIM E is aiming to support such flexibility by offering visual 
assembly of the processing and analysis workflow as well as 
interactive views on the data. The user can quickly change 
something and instantly explore the effects. 

Erik Marcade. KXEN recently released a Social Network 
Analysis which can be seen as a new source of data in order to 
improve the results of predictive analytics. KXEN is working on 
even higher dimensional problems. Since KXEN customers are 
already making models with thousands of attributes, some of them 
are looking to higher dimensional space which requires some help 
from the database vendors. Working on robust algorithms on data 
streams is also a challenge we are interested in. But the real key for 
us has always been automation. Especially in the economy we live 
in, it seems that doing more (modeling) with less is key for the 
coming years. There is a tremendous growth opportunity ahead of 
us for automated predictive analytics. 

Rick Pechter. Over the past decade, we have seen data mining 
features appear in applications typically not cons idered statistical 
tools . From spreadsheets to databases, desktops to laptops and even 
cell phones and PDAs, analytics usually limited by compute power 
and licensing are today being adopted and deployed to a wide 
variety of platfornls. Open standards helps to commoditize the 
building blocks required for new and innovative solutions that 
include predictive analytics. 

Mike Hoskins. Without doubt, the single most disruptive 
technology relevant to data mining is the advent of multi-core, and 
with it the availability of massively parallel, but shockingly 
inexpensive hardware. The good news is that we now have at our 
disposal this massive hardware parallelism - the bad news is that 
almost the entire data mining software industry (in fact , whole 
software industry) is unprepared to fully exploit this bounty. The 
vast majority of code is either single-threaded, or parallel in only 
very limited ways, e.g., simple data parallelism or loop unrolling. 
This challenge is also an opportunity. We expect to see new data 
mining products and technologies emerge that are massively parallel 
at the (tine-grained, multi-threaded) software level, and 
consequently able to nilly exploit this commodity hardware and 
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enjoy hundreds or even thousands of times higher throughput and 
scalability than with traditional products and solutions. 

Another very important trend is the introduction of altogether new 
computational models - ones that we feel will be very liberating for 
data mining. One of the frightening specters currently threatening 
data mining, particularly with today 's massive data volumes, is the 
dependence on memory-resident computational models. The 
explosion in data volumes and dimensions is making this dead-end 
of memory-based computation painfully obvious. Much more 
power nIl and efficient computational models are now at hand, for 
example Dataflow. Whether Dataflow is implemented in more 
coarse-grained, loosely-coupled, divide-and-conquer, one-pattern 
models like Hadoop's Map/Reduce, or in a much more fme-grained, 
multi-threaded, multi-pattern model like DataRush, you can 
implement classic data mining algorithms, and they wi ll easily scale 
for any data volumes. 

Wayne Thompson. SAS believes there are many opportunities for 
predictive analytics such as sensor data analysis, temporal data 
mining, social network analysis. There are new technology 
challenges such as distributed and parallel data mining, relational 
data mining, etc. Persona-based analytics is another area where 
SAS sees value in extending the adopt ion of data mining. Our vision 
as directed by Dr. James Goodnight is no business or research 
problem should be too large or complex for SAS to solve. 

Rich Holada. We believe that there will be a resurgence in AI
techniques, particularly self- learning algorithms. Additionally, we 
are likely to see examples of "hybrid analysis" where multiple types 
of analyses are combined to provide a holistic approach to solving 
business problems, e.g., text mining and emotion analysis, speech 
interpretation and motion detection combined with sentiment 
information - along with the usual sources (transactional, atti tudinal, 
demographics). Lastly, we believe we will see innovative 
techniques for data reduction and intelligent merging as means to 
address data volume growth and myriad sources. Another 
opportunity is our approach to distributed model building and 
incremental model building which has the potential to put predictive 
analytics much closer to points of interaction, for example directly 
on a set of routers in a cyber-secllrity application, or directly on a set 
of nodes in a highly scalable database warehouse appliance. 
Stemming from that point - what may become very important in the 
near nlture is the emergence of powerful data federation capabilities 
that allow multi-source data to be collected, transformed, and 
pumped into modeling engines with very little work on the part of 
the analyst. 

2.5 What value can cloud computing bring to 
data mining and predictive analytics? 

Robert Grossman. Using clouds for data mining and predictive 
analytics offers several advantages. Cloud computing simplifies the 
scoring of data using statistical and data mining algorithms. I f the 
model is expressed in PMML, then scoring can be done in cloud 
with any pre-installed PMML compliant scoring system. If the data 
is small enough, then (public) cloud-based environments can also be 
used for building stat ist ical and data mining models. 



As the data grows in size, moving it into clouds for modeling can be 
more of a challenge. In this case, private clouds that also host the 
data can be used for modeling or, alternatively, disks of data can be 
shipped to the cloud. 

Christoph Lingenfelder. From a user perspective, cloud 
computing provides a means of acquiring computing services via 
the internet. From an organization perspective, cloud computing 
delivers services in a simplified way. Because of the sensitive 
nature of the data I expect that data mining will be restricted to 
private (intranet) clouds or to the analysis of publicly available data, 
certain research data or census data . Without the need to maintain a 
data mining software environment, a larger number of departments 
in a company will gain access to sound analytic methods. The 
method and discipline surrounding mining in the cloud will have a 
significant impact on the value the cloud will bring to mining and 
analytics, especially when critical decision making relies on it. 

Michael Berthold. Cloud Computing makes it feasible for users to 
apply scoring/prediction methods to gigantic repositories. However, 
I think that cloud computing without databases on the cloud WIll 
limit its usefulness and restrict it to scoring rather than the real 
mining. But that's also a problem of data mining research in 
general, not a lot of attention is being paid to distributed mining and 
knowledge discovery algorithms so far. 

Erik Marcade. Working on the cloud, as Zementis has done, to 
promote new large scale deployment environments of models, 
especially targeting real time applications, such as the one found on 
the Web, is certainly a plus. I am more doubtful for the model 
training phase. Of course, using the cloud to train models will go 
faster, but I prefer to work on the algorithmic side to achieve 
scalability rather than brute force parallelization. We can go further 
this way and attack much bigger problems. 

Rick Pechter. Cloud computing offers the potential to spread the 
use of advanced analytics without large up-front investments in 
hardware and software. One can already see innovative solutions 
that leverage the cloud for data collection, advanced analysis and 
low-cost access to supercomputer-class processor grids. 

Mike Hoskins. Cloud computing brings multiple advantages to 
data mining and analytic applications. Users no longer have to buy 
and manage their own large data processing complexes; and you can 
start small, and grow incrementally, both from a resources and 
budget point of view. [n addition, managing and scaling for 
extremely large datasets becomes easier, given the dynamic nature 
of resource allocation "in the cloud". Finally, sharing of data and 
best-of-breed applications becomes more realistic, since they are 
inherently more "open" as opposed to being "trapped" behind 
organizational firewalls. 

Wayne Thompson. Lower implementation cost, ability to scale 
with demand, increased reliability, consolidation of data centers 
with intranet clouds, etc. 

Rich Holada. Four primary benefits: I) to attack problems on a 
much larger scale - an acknowledgement of the exponential growth 
of accumulated data; 2) a reduction in set-up time; 3) lower IT 
expenditures and capital investments; 4) a democratization of 
predictive analytics to wider audience made of 5MBs. A pay-as-
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you-go model - combined with open standards - will , we believe, 
place leading cloud vendors in the same place as teleo operators -
low consumer switching costs. We believe that those vendors with 
proprietary formats and techniques will whither and eventually 
disappear. 

2.6 Are you exploring cloud computing or are 
you already offering cloud computing solutions 
to your clients? 

Robert Grossman. The National Center for Data Mining has 
developed an open source cloud for data intensive computing called 
Sector. Sector includes a wide area storage cloud called the Sector 
Distributed Fi le System (SDFS) and a programming framework in 
which you can process a Sector dataset with an arbitrary User 
Defined Functions (UDF) to produce a new Sector dataset. With 
Sector, it is very easy to code up statistical and data mining 
algorithms, even if the datasets are large or are distributed. Sector is 
available from http://sector.sourceforge.net 

At Open Data Group, we have developed a Python based open 
source data mining system called Augustus that supports PMML 
and can run easily in Amazon-sty le cloud computing environments. 
Augustus is avai lable from 
http://www.sourceforge.net/projects/augustus 

Christoph Lingenfelder. IBM offers a large variety of 
infrastructure tools, solutions and services for cloud computing. 
There are, for example IBM Computing on Demand 
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/deepcomputing/cod/ and Remote 
data protection 
http://www-935. ibm.com/services/us/i ndex. wss/offeri nglbcrs/a I 029249 
to name just two. More information on the growing set of cloud 
offerings is available on http://www.ibm.comlibm/cloudl 
Developers can get started on cloud computing on developerWorks, 
see 
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/spaces/cloud 

Michael Berthold. KNIME does not have immediate plans for 
clqud support. That is also a reason why we partner with Zementis 
who do put the interesting parts (predictive analytics) on the cloud 
already. See "values of open standards" above. 

Erik Marcade. Not at this point. Our clients have very classical IT 
infrastructures centered on a data warehouse in 95% of the time. 

Rick Pechter. We are exploring the cloud computing model. 

Mike Hoskins. We have been exploring cloud computing from two 
angles. First, by getting our DataRush product (SDK and Engine) 
up and running on both our "Pervasive DataCloud" where we 
already provide over 130 cloud-based Data Solutions to our 
customers, as well as the Amazon EC2 cloud. This latter project is 
quite far along, and we expect to make an announcement around 
DataRush availabi lity on the Amazon Cloud later thIS year. Second, 
by building an interface between our DataRush massively parallel 
data engine, and the "cloud-ready" l-ladoop/I-lBase infrastructure. 
So far the "fit" fee ls really good, since the ability of DataRush to 
fully exploit extreme fine-grained software parallelism on multicore 



"fat nodes" nicely complements Hadoop, or any more coarse
grained distributed file system and workflow/dispatch model. 

Wayne Thompson. SAS® OnDemand for Academics gives 
students and teachers easy access to SAS software including SAS 
Enterprise Miner over hosted SAS servers whenever, wherever they 
please. Essentially, users access the processing power of SAS over 
the Internet. Benetits include minimal software installation, 
configuration and support requirements. SAS also offers hosted 
solutions such as SAS® Solutions OnDemand: Dmg Development. 
Additional solutions are planned for this year. SAS also is building 
a 70 million dollar cloud computing facility. Please see 
http://www.sas.com/news/preleases/CCF2009.htmlfor more 

details. 

Rich Holada. We are exploring that capability, as we strongly 
believe in its benetits. We are analyzing business and technical 
issues related to SPSS teclmologies in the Cloud. Scoring and 
delivery of analytics seem to be the natural first areas for us. Model 
building and data exploration is more challenging due to I) the 
volume of data involved and 2) security concerns around data in the 
cloud. 

2.7 Cloud computing provides more flexibility 
to leverage computing capacity, but it also 
facilitates various software licensing models: 
Software license, subscription model, Software 
as a Service (SaaS), open source: Which 
licensing model will become more important for 
the community and for software vendors? 

Robert Grossman. I don't have a good sense of which licensing 
models will become most important in the long term, except that I 
think there will always be room for both proprietary and open 
source software in data mining and predictive modeling, whether 
cloud-based or not. 

Christoph Lingcnfcldcr. This is a tough question, and without 
solid data material, it is not even possible to apply learning methods 
for predictive analysis. My personal expectation is that open source 
will become prevalent. This should not be confused with free 
software, however. The reason is that users of ever more 
complicated systems wi ll only trust software for critical applications 
if it can, theoretically, be verified. 

Michael Berthold. I think open source tools will grow but the final 
verdict on the best license has not yet been reached. I also think that 
SaaS is going to gain prominence, likely coupled with Open Source. 
You know what you are running but you do not want to host it 
yourself 

E"ik Marcadc. Being in the predictive world for so many years, I 
know when it is not safe to predict. I make the distinction between 
two kinds of predictive analytics. There is the one that is taught for 
many years on university benches, talking about well know 
algorithms (such as logistic regression, decision trees, neural 
networks and the like). These algorithms are well known as well as 
their limitations and cannot be used as foundations for predictive 
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analyt ics automation. This part of predictive analytics is likely to be 
targeted with almost free licens ing (all databases provide these 
algorithms nowadays for example, another good exanlple is the 
power of the Excel 2007, seen as almost 'free' for most 
organizations - since they must have it anyway). Then, there is the 
other part of predictive analytics where new companies offer new 
solutions: difficult to say what will emerge from this: agil ity is the 
key word. 

Rick Pechter. Cloud computing creates new licensing approaches 
beyond the traditional software models of the past. This flexibility 
should increase the market reach of predictive analysis by allowing 
incremental investments for new adopters and new business models 
for all vendors, including start-ups and established vete rans alike. 
While many companies may be slow to change from traditional 
software acquisition approaches, increased flexibility should result 
in improved economies for customers and new market niches for 
vendors. 

Mike Hoskins. As software moves to delivery "in the cloud", we 
feel the licensing models will be varied, but likely all have a 
"variable" component (as opposed to traditional perpetual models). 
Some likely candidates are time-based subscriptions, payment based 
on transaction counts, and payment based on data volumes which 
seems to align well with current cloud computing trends. 

Wayne Thompson. SAS® is actively working with customers, and 
analysts to define the right licensing models for our various user 
groups. 

RiCh Holada. All those models are important for various reasons. 
Some organizations will always insist on traditional license models 
and we plan on continuing to offer that model; subscription for those 
customers looking to deploy mission-critical operations/activities. 
The SaaS business model for those customers needing processing 
power on an episodic basis can reflect the usage of the technology -
either on a user/consumer basis, transaction basis, scoring basis, 
time-allocation basis, as the technologies allows various fine
grained consumption metering possibilities. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
It is refreshing to see that the panel members express a broad 
consensus on their support for open standards. This emphasizes that 
the overarching benefits are sign ificant, not only for software 
vendors. but even more so for the data mining community in general , 
driving the adoption of predictive algorithms across science and 
industry, and ultimately multiplying the opportunities for 
practitioners to apply their ski lls. 

PMML has generally been accepted as the de-facto standard to 
exchange models beiween different applications and systems - not 
only vendor to vendor, but also for moving models from the 
development environment to production deployment. We expect an 
even broader vendor support in the near term, but also a significant 
adoption by users as they begin to reap in the benefits of PMML
based interoperability. 

To ultimately succeed and accelerate user adoption, however, 
vendors must improve PMML cross-vendor compliance and invest 
in educating the industry about the various benefits of the standard. 



Finally, cloud computing [2] will allow us to lower the cost for data 
I~i ning and provide a roadmap for data mining models to take their 
place in new applications and industries. The cloud will become a 
conduit for software and service offerings, making deployment and 
execution faster and easier, through minimizing the common IT 
overhead on one side or by providing unprecedented scalability in 
other cases. 

As algorithms for statisti cal analysis and data mining become 
accepted best-practices across various industries [4], their real-time 
execution as part of an intelligent Enterprise Decision Management 
[5] strategy will usher in a new area of smart business applications. 
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